Priority Engine™

Priority Engine™ provides direct access to real
buyers interested in your solutions today
1. Target

Build customized lists of accounts
and prospects filtered by tech interests,
firmographics, vendors considered,
installed products and more.

2. Prioritize

Rank accounts based on the real-time
research behavior of active, opted-in
buyers. Prioritize accounts on your
ABM list and discover purchase
interest you didn't know about.

3. Convert

Seamlessly flow prospect lists into your
nurturing and CRM platforms; drive
more email conversions and empower
sales with insights to break through.

4. Measure

Understand your progress engaging
and influencing your target market and
the impact on sales pipeline and ROI.

Real Impact with Customers
Based on the 120
influenced and direct
pipelined opportunities
thus far, we are getting a

33x more productive
cost per opportunity
vs. competitive
programs with other
vendors.”

We had 3x higher than
our average open &
click thru rates.”

Increased our open rate
by 93% and our CTR
by 98%.”

80% of prospects
imported are net new
to our ABM list.”

Webinar attendee
rate was 70% from

Priority Engine contacts,
compared to our previous
benchmarks at 30-40%.”

$9.1 million in open
marketing influenced
pipeline; $503K in

influenced deals
won 7 months into
the program.”

6 months in we are
tracking $6M of

influenced pipeline
and $1M of net new
pipeline.”

We set 2 meetingas

within the 1st week

of working with your
Priority Engine prospects.
One meeting is with
American Express!”

$300K deal ($25K per
month) closed with JP
Morgan Chase.”

400+

customers
running Priority
Engine across
180 unique
market segments

To learn more, email us at PriorityEngine@techtarget.com or contact your TechTarget sales
representative today
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